
TEACHING GUIDETEACHING GUIDE



WHAT IS THE REZ?WHAT IS THE REZ?
THE REZ is a sci-fi adventure for Key Stage 2, told through a 
podcast, a comic book and a gamebased website designed 
to provide young people with useful resources for their 
transition into the teen years. It offers pre-teens an exciting 
sci-fi adventure which contains pro-social and emotional 
well-being messaging. It is informed by the latest research 
from University of Sussex psychologists and social workers 
and is designed to help young people prepare to negotiate 
emotional difficulties and stresses which they might face in 
young adulthood.



VIDEO INTRODUCTION TO THE REZVIDEO INTRODUCTION TO THE REZ

Click on the YouTube logo to launch the video*

*Please note that you will need an internet connection to watch this video on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56zhpg6DtFA


AIMSAIMS

To support teachers in delivering lessons on kindness 
as part of PSHE education.

To be able to create a safe and engaging learning environment 
to teach about kindness and communication.

To be able to answer questions related to the resources

To be confident to deliver the lessons planned.

Emotional well-being | Key Stage 2 | Transition



PRE-LEARNINGPRE-LEARNING

Watch the introduction video on slide 3

Listen to the first episode of THE REZ podcast

Look at THE REZ comic

This teacher training can be done by individuals but we 
recommend running it in staff meeting time to provide 

opportunities to discuss, learn together and build a 
whole school approach.

Prior to conducting this lesson, we 
recommend that teachers…



SAFEGUARDINGSAFEGUARDING

Teaching and learning about feelings is potentially 
challenging and may trigger difficult memories and strong 

emotions in both teachers and pupils.

As this training may give rise to these feelings, please take care of your own well-being too.

Please read this document before you start teaching these lessons: 
Teacher guidance: teaching about mental health and emotional wellbeing

Signposted support for young people, if required: https://www.youngminds.org.uk

Explain that the conversations are kept within the room.
Make it clear that teachers will not repeat what is said in the classroom 

unless they are concerned someone is at risk, in which case 
they will follow the school’s safeguarding policy.

https://fs.hubspotusercontent00.net/hubfs/20248256/Guidance/Documents/Mental%20health%20and%20emotional%20wellbeing%20teacher%20guidance.pdf?hsCtaTracking=e50bb4b1-c2df-432f-94c7-87cca37fe5e2%7C4fa0699d-f824-4dff-88e8-58dd748e7756


GROUND RULES FOR PUPILSGROUND RULES FOR PUPILS
Please agree upon these ground rules, or some of 

simular ilk, before you start your discussions…
Every child needs to know they’re safe so they feel comfortable exploring their values and 

attitudes and those of others. You might like to display them and have every member of your 
class sign them to show they agree and will abide by them.

Right to pass
Taking part is important. However, pupils have the right to pass on answering 

a question or participating in an activity.

Non-judgemental approach
Pupils may have existing beliefs, misunderstandings and inappropriate attitudes towards mental 

health. It is important that these can be explored without fear of being judged or ridiculed. 
Discuss with pupils that it is okay to disagree with another person’s point of view, but it is never 

okay to judge, make fun of or put down others.

It’s OK to challenge the opinion but not the person. Make no assumptions.

Continued on next slide…

Make no assumptions
The class will not make assumptions about people’s values, attitudes, behaviours, 

life experiences or feelings.

Listening
The class will listen to the other person’s point of view and expect to be listened to.

Seeking help and advice: If a pupil needs further help or advice, the class knows how 
and where to seek it confidentially, both in school and in the community.

Use of language 

Remind pupils of the importance of words and how they have great power.
Words can bring peace or cause harm and we all have a choice to make about whether 

to build up or knock down with our tongues. 

Please see the PSHE councils document on Mental Health – 
which is signposted on slide six – for more information. 
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GROUND RULES FOR PUPILSGROUND RULES FOR PUPILS



RESOURCESRESOURCES

Digital Comic

THE REZ website

THE REZ podcasts

THE REZ Phone apps and games*

*These can be used for pupils’ free time or at home.

Click on the links below to open:

https://www.jointherez.com/phone/reader
https://www.jointherez.com/phone/lock-screen
https://www.jointherez.com/phone/podcasts
https://www.jointherez.com/phone/home


MEET THE CASTMEET THE CAST
Print the following slides for 

classroom use, to help students 
get to know and understand the 

characters in THE REZ.



MEET SAV
Shy, lonely and a bit nerdy, but great at 
splicing together bits of old tech. Sav lives 
in your bulk-standard hab with her 
bulk-standard Dad. 

Sav misses her Gran who disappeared 
some time ago. She doesn’t like her life 
much, and sometimes can’t understand 
her flashy new friend, Preen.



MEET PREEN
A self-centred influencer, Preen had it all: 
deluxe flat, upside-down waterfall, crystal 
unicorn, the latest body mods, and lots of 
fake praise from fake friends.

Then a bad hair day makes everything 
start to wobble and sends him looking 
for something better with real people.



MEET JEF
The Judiciously Engineered Friend, JEF is a 
crafty and clever AI who thinks all everyone 
needs to be happy is to keep buying more and 
more stuff.

JEF will do anything to defend a world where 
only things it can measure with its 
algorithms, like followers, XPs, ‘chieves’ 
(achievements), credits (money) and Omni 
Burgers, have any value.

JEF is very anxious about the ‘Wilds’, where its 
signal doesn’t quite reach.



MEET KRISPY
No one in the Build-a-Block Bunch works 
harder than Krispy.

She doesn’t have the credits to buy all the 
fancy new skins for her creations so she 
has to do everything by hand. That’s a bit 
embarrassing for her… until the famous 
Preen de la Preen shows up to help.



MEET SAV ’S DAD’
Well ‘Barny’ is his real name, which no one 
can seem to get right. He’s a bit sad and 
miserable, and Preen’s biggest fan.

More worried about chasing chieves and 
getting attention, he’s not the best dad in 
the world and is easily tricked into helping 
JEF when he knows he shouldn’t.



MEET NYE
The inventor of an incredible new 
socializing and friendship app called 
GabFace, NYE has figured out a way to 
connect everyone in the world… and to 
score and assess their conversations.

What could possibly be wrong with that?



MEET GRAN
A hacker, a coder, and a maker who 
remembers ‘The Time Before’, Gran 
mysteriously disappeared when Sav was 
little. But she’s left Sav and Preen and 
old ‘phone’ with recorded secrets about 
‘kindness’ and ‘friendship’ that she says 
can save the world.

She also fancies herself something of 
a joker.



MEET TAM
Books and reading about the past are what 
Tam lives for. He’s also a huge follower of 
‘The Rez’, the secret casts of Preen and Sav.

Tam really wants to build a ‘school’ in an old 
library, but he doesn’t have many students 
(or much patience when Preen volunteers). 
But all Tam’s ‘un-JEF-ed’ knowledge means 
the drones are after him.



SECURIBOT DRONES
& DROIDS
JEF's eyes, ears and muscle, the Securibot 
Drones and Droids sniff out ‘old tech’, enforce 
order and are usually hot on the heels of Sav 
and Preen. But they're not all bad and can be 
won over if you know the secret.

They skoot around the skies making sure 
everyone is happy, and that they're doing just 
what JEF wants them to. Can also be tickled, 
read bedtime stories and used as frisbees 
(listen to Episode 4 to find out how).



OH YEAH, AND ALWAYS REMEMBER. . .OH YEAH, AND ALWAYS REMEMBER. . .
You can change someone’s entire day 

with a simple act of kindness.

Go on, be the change you want to see.



GET SOME FREE REZ COMIC BOOKS AND 
STICKERS FOR YOUR ENTIRE CLASS!

GET SOME FREE REZ COMIC BOOKS AND 
STICKERS FOR YOUR ENTIRE CLASS!

Just follow the QR code below and answer 4 quick questions to help us 
make the next version of THE REZ and its resources even better and 

we’ll send you up to 30 shiny new comics and Rez character stickers!*

Be kind to the future!
Scan the QR code with your camera phone or visit: 

https://www.jointherez.com/crumblies/teacher-survey/

* UK only, while supplies last
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